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Cognitive development is intertwined with motivation, particularly effectance.

Effectance is the intrinsic motivation to effect change in the environment, to initiate and

persist with challenging tasks (Jennings et aL, 1984; Mac Turk et al., 1995). Toddlers'

mastery motivation is modestly related to preschool cognitive functioning (Jennings et al.,

1984), but few studies have examined preschool effectance in relation to later school success.

For example, Alexander and colleagues (1993) found that attention span affected test score

gains in the first grade and predicted performance in each of three subsequent years. A

review of research on the early identification of at-risk learners concluded that preschool tests

do not predict later success as well as observations of children's abilities to follow directions,

attend to tasks, and systematically approach tasks (Rogers & Webster, 1987).

Although mastery motivation appears to predict school success, current methodology

limits the application of this research. Specifically, individual assessments of mastery

motivation lie too time consuming for screening purposes. In-this-study, we examined th

psychometric properties of a parent-report measure of children's mastery motivation, the

Dimensions of Mastery Questionnaire (Morgan et al., 1993). We were interested in whether

the DMQ is valid for Head Start parents, and whether it correlates with individually

administered mastery tasks. We also hypothesized that parents who encourage autonomy

have children who more likely to explore independently, and thus have higher levels of

mastery motivation. Authoritarian parents, in contrast, should have children who are more

inhibited and thus less likely to engage in new or difficult tasks.

Method

Sample

Head Start children (hT = 176, M = 4.10 years) and their families were recruited from

six rural communities in the Four Corners area of Colorado. Approximately 10% of the
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families were not eligible for Head Start but their children were enrolled in a preschool

program located at a Head Start site. The families' mean income was $17,300, and the

parents had completed 12.6 years of education. The sample was 10% Hispanic, 31%

American Indian, and 53% Anglo. Families in four of the communities (12 = 116) were

enrolled in a 12-week parent/child intervention. Comparison families received Head Start

services and life-skills workshops. Although we have found DMQ scores to improve as a

result of the intervention, this paper will focus on the pretest assessments.

Measures

At the pretest, all caregivers completed a battery of questionnaires that included the

following:

four scales from the DMQ--object-oriented persistence; motor persistence; persistence

in social play with adults and with peers.

the Social Skills Rating SysteM (Gresham, 1986), which measures externalizing and

internalizing behavior problems as well as social skills.

three different measures of child-rearing practices. The first, the Parent-Child

Relationship Inventory (Gerard, 1994), has scales on limit setting, open

communication, and encouragement of autonomy. Next, parents read a series of

vignettes depicting common child-rearing problems, which are followed by various

questions on causal attributions and anger. Parent responses to the vignettes are

content coded, and these are assigned scores from low (punitive) to high (nurturant).

The final parenting measure was a Likert scale on use of harsh punishment. These

measures were completed at yearly intervals, but today I will only focus on the pretest

information.
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In individual sessions, the children were given the Battelle screening inventory

(Newborg et aL , 1984) and a series of mastery tasks adapted from Jennings et al. (1984;

1988). The mastery tasks included a curiosity box containing nine occluded objects, puzzles

that varied in difficulty, stacking cups, a magnetic fishing game, and Barrel of Monkeys. In

our follow-up assessments, the curiosity box was modified to make it lighter and to include

other attractive, manipulable objects such as a kaleidoscope, ViewMaster, ministamper, and

noisemaker. We also included more challenging, developmentally appropriate puzzles,

substituted Tricky Triangle (a jumping game with pegs) for the stacking cups, which were

too easy even for the younger children, and included mazes as well as the games Operation

and Jenga.

Goal-oriented mastery behavior was coded as the percent of the total time spent

attending to and manipulating the objects as well as trying to solve the problems. We also

coded off-task behavior, bids for help, and prompts as well as success in solving the tasks.

To assess preference for challenge, children were given three tasks such as stringing beads or

stacking blocks; for each, they selected a difficulty level, from easy to hard. Interrater

reliabilities on each measure exceed 90%. At the conclusion of the session, the examiner

completed the Behavior Rating Scale (Bayley, 1993) items on task orientation and affect

regulation.

Results & Discussion

Psychometrics of the DMO. The DMQ's stability over 12 weeks, for the intervention

group (n = 47), was .48 for the total score but exceeded .61 for persistence in play with

adults and peers (.39 for object-oriented; .42 for motor). Mother-father agreement for 51

pairs was high for the scales related to social tasks 0: = .60 and .63) but was modest for the
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object-oriented (r. = .36) and motor scales (i = .40). Finally, the internal reliability of the

total DMQ score (a = .86) was higher than any of the scale alphas (.65 to .76).

A factor analysis resulted in nine factors, five of which had one or two items, which

might explain the lower scale alphas. When constrained to a four-factor solution (see Table

1), (a) the motor and object-oriented items generally loaded on their own factors, (b) items

from the two persistence at social play scales (adult, peer) formed a single factor (a = .77),

and (c) the fourth factor was comprised of items from three scales on giving up easily or

avoiding challenges. Thus, the factor structure is interpretable but doesn't correspond

precisely to the author's blueprint.

Convergence of the DMQ and mastery tasks. Before considering how the DMQ relates

to the individually administered mastery tasks, we wanted to see whether these task scores

were interrelated in a meaningful way. We dropped the number of bids from further

analyses because they were rare and uncorrelated-with_the other_measures except the number

of prompts (I = .49). A single bipolar dimension explained the correlations fairly well (see

Table 2): (a) goal-oriented behavior, time on task, and successful completion .of tasks

intercorrelated .39 to .79, and they also correlated with examiner ratings of task orientation;

(b) number of prompts and off task were modestly correlated; and (c) off task and prompts

were negatively related to time on task and to ratings of task orientation. However,

preference for challenge was unrelated to the other mastery measures.

Regarding convergent validity, a composite DMQ score was related to neither mastery

task scores nor to examiner ratings of task orientation. However, children's persistence in

peer play, on the DMQ, was somewhat related to goal-oriented behaviors (j: = .16, p = .04)

as well as to successful completion of the tasks (1. = .18, p = .02) and examiner ratings of

task orientation (I = .20, p = .02). As well, DMQ scores were correlated with parent
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reports of the children's social skills (i = .41 for object-oriented and r = .42 foi peer-play

persistence). These results combined suggest that some variance on the DMQ is related to

children's cooperation and assertiveness.

Next, we examined gender and age differences. We did not have a hypothesis about

gender but believed that older children would be more goal directed. In terms of gender,

only one t-test was significant, about what would be expected by chance: Boys were more

likely to select difficult tasks on the preference for challenge measure (1(129) = 2.03, p =

.045). Older children were significantly more successful on the mastery tasks (1- = .39, p <

.001) and were rated as more task oriented u = .41). Stronger results were obtained when

developmental level, on the Battelle, was used instead of child age, with advanced children

less off task (1: = -.33) and more goal directed (i = .26) as well as successful. On the total

DMQ, only persistence in social play varied with developmental level (rs = .22 for the adult

scale and-30 for the child scale)

We hypothesized that certain child-rearing practices would be related to mastery

motivation. First, parents who granted their children more autonomy had children who made

more bids for help (i = .27),' but contrary to our postulate, the correlations with goal-

directed behavior and preference for challenge on the tasks were nonsignificant. Autonomy

was correlated .18 (p = .02) with the DMQ. Our second hypothesis was that children's

exploratory behavior would be inhibited if their parents were authoritarian, as indicated by

punitive discipline, hostile attributions, and anger.

None of the correlations with the mastery task scores were significant, but several of the

correlations with the total DMQ were at p < .01: hostile attributions (1: = -.24), harsh

Given the number of correlations generated, we adopted a more conservative alpha level of p < .001.



punishment (r. = -.20), democratic limit setting = .23) and open communication ( 1 =

.38). Thus, children of authoritarian parents appear to be less persistent, although the fact

that significant results were found only on the parent-report measure raises the possibility

that they are due to shared method variance.

Our results indicate that mastery motivation can be reliably reported, on the DMQ, by

Head Start parents. The DMQ has adequate internal consistencies and cross-time stabilities

with these parents, as well as interrater agreement. The factor structure is somewhat

different from the test blueprint, yet is interpretable. It is notable that all of the item

reversals loaded on a separate factor, either because these parents perceive giving up easily

to be a separate dimension of mastery motivation or because they responded differently to the

items' demand characteristics.

More troubling were difficulties documenting the DMQ's convergent validity. The

only scale to correlate with-direct observations of mastery motivation was the child's

persistence in peer play, and these correlations were rather small. There are several

explanations for these results, the most plausible being that reports of child behavior across

different contexts tend not to correspond very well (Edelbrock, 1983), especially when one

tries to compare ratings with observations (Cairns & Green, 1979). That is, parents are able

to draw upon a wealth of personal experience when rating their child on the DMQ, although

this benefit is offset somewhat by rater bias. On the other hand, the individual mastery tests

are a more limited sample of behavior albeit more controlled in how mastery behavior is

elicited and recorded.

The DMQ was more strongly related to parent ratings of children's cooperation and

assertiveness, implying that some of the DMQ scales tap an aspect of preschool social

competence. This makes intuitive sense because children who are low in social status do not



regulate well their social behavior: Neglected children don't persist in social interactions with

new peers whereas rejected children tend to be overly intrusive as well as inept at play. In

addition, DMQ scores were related to the measure of developmental level. In theory,

mastery motivation is independent of cognitive or motor ability. However, the DMQ items

include a number of references to doing a skill "very well," which parents may interpret as

competence as well as persistence.

Thus, our results are mixed with regard to the DMQ's validity. As with any research

on a new instrument, it will take more than a few studies to validate this measure. We are

particularly eager to see how the DMQ fares as a predictor of Head Start children's success

in school, because it could then be used as a screening tool to identify children who might

benefit from intervention (although we are not sure how one would boost children's

persistence).
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Table 1

Factor Structure of the DMQ

Item

Repeats motor skills (climbing, throwing) to do them well (M)
Tries hard to throw balls etc. in order to do it well (M)
Repeats skills like jumping or running until does them well (M)
Gets involved in trying to catch or kick balls (M)
Tries to do well in physical play, even if it's hard (M)
Repeats a new skill until can do it very well (0)
Explores a new toy/object before going on to something else (0)

Tries hard to get adults to play with him/her (AP)
Tries hard to get adultS to continue playing (AP)
Enjoys playing make-believe with adults (AP)
Tries to get other children to play imaginary games (CP)
Gets very involved in pretend play with other children (CP)
Takes an active role when plays with adults (AP)
Enjoys interacting with adults; tries to keep them involved (AP)
Tries to keep play going for a long time with other kids (CP)
Likes to "talk" on phone or play "house" with other children (CP)

Tries to complete things, even if it takes a long time (0)
Works for a long time at putting things together (0)
Tries to finish puzzle-like toys even if they are hard (0)
Tries to master cause-and-effect toys (0)
Works for a long time trying to get something open (0)
Waits for turn, to keep play going with other children (CP)
Tries to master activities like exercising or dancing (M)

Avoids getting involved in games with other children (CP)
Gives up easily if cannot master physical skills (M)
Gives up easily, if something is hard to do (0)
Avoids physical games and doesn't try to do them real well (M)
If a toy is challenging, stops playing after a short time (0)
Gives up quickly in pretend play with adults (AP)

I ll ifi IV

.78

.75

.75

.74

.51

.47 .38

.45 .31

.71

.68

.67

.65
.56

.40 .53
.51

.41 .47
.43

.67
.66
.58
.58
.56
.55

.30 .36

.70
.67
.63
.62

.33 .57
.54

Note. Factor loadings of < .30 are omitted. (M) = motor item; (0) = object-oriented item;

persistence in play with children (CP) and adults (AP).
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